Purpose Driven

Inspired by a personal commitment to deliver positive impact within local and global communities and make a valued contribution to society.

I am **Purpose Driven**, I critically think about the world around me and the impact I want to make.

I am **Purpose Driven**, I have clear goals for the future and understand why they are important to me.

I am **Purpose Driven**, I have identified the various paths I wish to travel and explore.
Purpose Driven

Reflect on current activity and how you would like to develop in the future.

Reflect: What are you doing now?

Develop: What would you like to focus on next?

What does Purpose Driven mean in your context?

I am Purpose Driven, I... (complete the statement)
Globally Connected

Confidently engages with diverse communities, cultures and ideas and applies insight to action for inclusive sustainable development.

I am **Globally Connected**, I am applying global knowledge and perspective to contemporary challenges.

I am **Globally Connected**, I am actively networking with leaders and innovators across the globe.

I am **Globally Connected**, I am deepening and expanding my cultural awareness.
Reflect on current activity and how you would like to develop in the future.

**Reflect:** What are you doing now?

**Develop:** What would you like to focus on next?

What does **Globally Connected** mean in your context?

I am **Globally Connected**, I... (complete the statement)
Demonstrates curiosity, imagination and intellectual agility to drive the discovery and innovation required to meet contemporary challenges.

I am Creative, I am discovering new questions, thinking beyond the textbooks.

I am Creative, I am future-thinking, finding solutions to emerging challenges.

I am Creative, I am leading with bold and innovative ideas.
Reflect on current activity and how you would like to develop in the future.

**Reflect:** What are you doing now?

**Develop:** What would you like to focus on next?

What does Creative mean in your context?

I am Creative, I... (complete the statement)
Acts with integrity, compassion and ethical consideration, collaborating and appreciating the skills of others in order to inspire and lead positive, sustainable change.

I am Professional, I am compassionate, ethical and collegiate in all I do.

I am Professional, I am laying the foundations for my future career.

I am Professional, I am ready for the future and confident I can adapt to challenges I may face.
Reflect on current activity and how you would like to develop in the future.

**Reflect:** What are you doing now?

**Develop:** What would you like to focus on next?

What does *Professional* mean in your context?

I am *Professional*, I... (complete the statement)